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ABSTRACT
The shallow coral reef and algal ridge systems on the eastern shelf
of St . Croix are described and mapped in some detail . Based on present
reef morphology, a section through the barrier reef in a ship channel,
numerous sand probes and C 14 dating, Holocene growth patterns of the
reefs are determined and a model of Holocene evolution developed . Based
on many drill cores through the algal ridges, C14 dating and paleoecology relative to modern ridge and reef surfaces on St . Croix, growth
patterns during the late Holocene are also developed for the algal ridges .
Lithophyllum congestum, Porolithon pachydermum, and several Neogoniolithon species are the primary algal ridge builders on St . Croix .
L . congestum requires turbulent water and high light intensity to achieve
the branching form which characterizes its occurrence in the algal ridges .
Also, coralline accretion rates of 3-6 mm/year necessary for ridge construction are achieved only if intensive parrot fish and Diadema grazing
are prevented by consistent and intensive wave action . A dead coral
surface or pavement at a depth of 0 to 2 m, will be colonized by crustose
corallines and in turbulent water, can develop progressively by coralline
algal accretion into an incipient mound, a high boiler and eventually by
boiler fusion, into a linear algal .riidge .
Off open, easterly shores in St . Croix, coral reefs, on building to
the surface, develop algal ridges . The present morphology of the ridgereef complex has developed primarily as a result of the control exerted
by pre-existing shelf and bench levels and changing rates of Holocene sea
level rise on coral-coralline and grazer ecology . Special emphasis is
placed here on the importance of pre-existing shelf level in determining
the form and developmental stage of ridge-reef systems .

1/Contribution no . 26 from the West Indies Laboratory of Fairleigh
Dickinson University, St . Croix, U .S . Virgin Islands . This study was
supported by the Research Awards Program of the Smithsonian Institution .
L/Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D .C . 20560
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INTRODUCTION
The massive, wave-beaten, intertidal algal ridges of the Pacific
atolls have been briefly described by numerous authors, largely beginning
in the 1950's (see e .g ., Emery, Tracey and Ladd, 1954 ; Munk and Sargent,
1954 ; Tracey et al ., 1964 ; Wiens, 1962) . More recently, Chevalier et al .
(1968) and Littler and Doty (1974) have described the morphology of these
ridges and their crustose coralline components in further detail . Elsewhere in the Indo-Pacific, the ridges are generally more weakly developed
and often called algal rims (Maxwell, 1968, Great Barrier Reef ; Stoddart
and Yonge, 1971, Indian Ocean) . Setchell (1926) emphasized the importance
of crustose corallines in general on Pacific reefs .
Especially during the last 25 years, many borings have been made
through the limestone caps of Pacific atolls, and some of these have also
reported coralline algae as the dominant structural elements (see e .g .,
Gross et al ., 1969-Midway) . However, none of these have surficially
penetrated an algal ridge . Easton and Olson (1968, 1973, in ms .) have
drilled through an algal rim and dominantly coralline algal reef of
Holocene age in Hanauma Bay, Oahu, Hawaii . however, this rim is apparently not intertidal and the coralline' algae themselves were not studied .
Some authors (Fairbridge, 1968) have considered the Pacific algal ridges
as only thin algal veneers over older dominantly coral reef structures .
This interpretation is probably not generally correct, but only extensive
coring will settle the question .
Although relatively small coralline and coralline-vermetid frameworks, called boilers, cup reefs or microatolls have also been described
for the Caribbean and tropical Atlantic (Boyd et al ., 1963, Kempf and
Laborel, 1968 ; Gessner, 1970 ; Ginsburg and Schroeder, 1973), "true" algal
ridges have generally been considered as lacking (though see Ottmann,
1963 ; Rigby and McIntyre, 1966 and Glynn, 1973) . More recently, Adey and
Burke (1975) have described the distribution and morphology of a series
-of algal ridges and' the associated reefs in the eastern Caribbean from the
Virgin Is ., Anguilla and Barbuda in the north to Grenada in the south .
The algal ridges of St . Croix are Holocene in development . They are
truly algal ridges in that they are built above mean low water and not
only is their upper carbonate framework dominantly crustose coralline, but
their upper surfaces often support a rich fleshy algal flora of high biomass and productivity . Connor and Adey (1975) have described the noncrustose coralline algal flora of the ridges and its diversity and ecology
in terms of standing crop . Adey and Vassar (1975) have examined the
crustose coralline succession patterns and their growth and accretion
rates, and Steneck and Adey (1975) have studied in detail Lithophyllum
congestum, the chief builder of the ridges . In this paper, I describe the
distribution, morphology and geological structure of the algal ridges and
the relationship of these to the coral reefs and to bedrock geology and
shelf or bench levels as well as tide levels and meteorological conditions .
The crustose corallines are the chief builders of the Caribbean algal
ridges . On St . Croix, Lithophyllum congestum is the primary element,
although in specialized situations Porolithon pachydermum and a complex
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of Neogoniolithon species are also important . On the generic level, most
of the ridge components can be identified using the keys of Adey and
Macintyre (1973) . However, at the species level, of the dozen that are
important in ridge construction, nearly half are new species .
In the
older literature, a large percentage of the described species are synonyms of Lithophylium congestum and Neogoniolithon strictum .
I am presently preparing a biosystematic study of the crustose corallines of the
Caribbean Sea . The new taxa used here are briefly described by Adey and
Vassar (1975) and will be described in detail in the biosystematic
treatment .
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METHODS
The maps appearing in this paper were all constructed from aerial
photographs taken from a single-engined, high-winged plane flying at altitudes of 20 to 200 meters . Best results were obtained by removing the
photographer's door for better visibility and ease of camera handling, and
the most useful shots were high angle obliques (60-80€) . Rollie and
Hasselblad cameras were used for the large negative size . Generally, shots
were taken at 1/500th of a second and with ektachrome-x color or sometimes
plus x, black and white . The color slides were most useful and initial
mapping was accomplished on Mylar (plastic drawing paper) by projecting
the color slides on a properly-oriented mapping board . Scale and angle
were controlled using the 1/210,000 scale high altitude black and white
verticals of Mark Hurd Aerial Surveys . Best results were obtained by
photographing during the short and more or less rare periods of norther
calms . Some of the high altitude commercial photographs were also taken
during norther calms and were especially useful in determining the limits
of the deeper reefs .
The base maps were drawn with india ink in Mylar which could then be
taken underwater on a drawing board for interpretation and detail . Most
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underwater mapping work was accomplished by using snorkel gear although
SCUBA was occasionally employed . The Boiler Bay maps (Figs . 29-37) were
completed first, and with approximately 150 man hours in the water are
the most accurate . Not as much time per ridge was available for the south
shore algal ridges (Figs . 16, 20, 22, 25), and especially as some of them
are considerably larger than the Boiler Bay ridge, the accuracy is less .
Areas not actually visited underwater are left blank . The Beach algal
ridge was the last ridge mapped . With the least time available for work
on that ridge, it is the least accurate in detail .
Intertidal and upper subtidal ridge elevations were estimated using
a standard eye-level and stadia rod . The base of the rod was placed in a
plastic tube with only a 2 mm hole for water flow to dampen wave action,
the rod being set in the quieter back reef area . Tide levels were determined at the West Indies Lab dock in Tague Bay . Two, four to five hour
parallel tidal measurements were made at Boiler Bay and at the Fancy-Robin
area on the south shore to see if a difference in tide time existed . No
difference was found . The tides are discussed in detail below .
Drilling on the algal ridges was accomplished using a gasolinedriven hand held Acker Drill Company "pack-sack" and both diamond and
carbide bits . Most of the cores taken on the south shore algal ridges
were 29 mm in diam . ; most of those taken in Boiler Bay were 20 mm in diam .
Flushing water was obtained with a 3 hp, gasoline-driven pump and holes
were not cased .
Two people could operate the drill on a ridge with some difficulty,
but three or preferably four were required for an efficient operation .
Usually a platform about two meters square and 1-1/2 meters high was set
up on the ridge to hold the core boxes, rods, pump, gasoline, tools etc .,
and drilling was accomplished standing on the ridge itself . Quiet days
were usually chosen for drilling, though on the larger ridges some hazard
_to-equipmentt and personnel remained-on all-but-exceptionally calm days .
Once the platform was set up and the-holes-tasted, the drilTers ha& -something to hold onto and there was usually not a major problem with the
waves . The most difficult times were setting up and breaking down . On
several occasions all of the gear was dumped in the water and the operation
had to be suspended until the engines could be thoroughly serviced . Also
occasionally a wave would catch one of us off balance and the resulting
bounce on the ridge would result in a few scratches and Echinometra spines .
In the Boiler Bay algal ridge, we drilled 32 holes, 13 through to the
underlying basement at 2 to 4 meters . On the more difficult south shore
ridges, we drilled 7 holes, two of which went through to basement at 8 to
9 meters . Once the platform was set up there was usually little difficulty
in drilling in the upper 3 meters . Core recovery varied widely from 80
to 90% in solid coralline to nothing for as much as 3 meters in sandfilled cavities . On the other hand below 6 meters increasing difficulty
was encountered, and we often spent as much as a whole day retrieving our
bit from one meter of drilling in the 6-9 meter range . A more powerful
water pump and an A-frame or tower with a block and tackle would probably
alleviate this problem .
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Interpretation of the cores was achieved with 20pm thick ground
ections
. i n coralline cores the following four elements were determined
s
in slides Lithophyllum congestum, Porolithon pachydermum, Neogoniolithon
spp . and Tenarea sp . More detail could have been obtained in identification, but this was not considered necessary at this point in the study .
Coral species were usually determined from the hand specimens of cores .
Both cores and sections are housed in the coralline collection at the
National Museum of Natural History in Washington, D .C .
Surficial blocks of ridge material 30-50 cm on a side were often
obtained, sometimes with considerable difficulty, using a crowbar and
large chisels . In Shark Reef in Boiler Bay we created a slot in the
front of the ridge about 0 .6 meters wide, 1 .6 meters into the ridge and
one meter in depth using a combination of chopping and drilling . The
slabbing of these blocks on a rock saw helped considerably in our
interpretation of the cores .
Twenty-eight C 14 dates were obtained, 17 on coral and 11 on coralline .
Although all but one of the coral dates are consistent with each other and
the interpretation presented here, the oldest being 4360 years B .P . + 90,
the coralline dates are irregularly young . However, these ages all occur
below the envelope for the Bermuda sea level curve of Neumann, as discussed below . A single Acropora palmata date from Boiler Bay at 4900 years
B .P . placed several feet above the sea level standard . However, a careful
check of this specimen showed that the gray-darkening characteristic of
subaerially-weathered coral was present . We have interpreted this specimen as part of a supra-tidal storm berm such as are quite common on
eastern St . Croix today . The position of sea level in the ridge cores was
determined by our sea level indicator Lithophyllum congestum (see Steneck
and Adey, 1975) .
Through the courtesy of the Hess Oil Refinery in St . Croix, we were
able to dive and take many subsurface samples of Lone_ Reef, seaward of the
refinery, where the" -19-meter deep ship channel sections the reef and extends 6 meters into the basement . C 14 dating of large coral samples from
this section forms the basis for our time interpretation of the coral
reefs .
Our 41-foot, ketch-rigged, motor-sailor trimaran "Corallina", with
a relatively large central lab and bunks for six served as our home,
field transportation and base of operations during the course of this
study .

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
All of the known algal ridges on St . Croix occur east of Canegarden
Bay (Fig . 1)., where the bed rock is mostly weakly metamorphosed, upper
Cretaceous, deep water sand and mud stone of the Caledonia Formation .
Whetten (1966) describes this formation in some detail . The westernmost
ridge, at Vagthus Point, on the south shore we have not studied in any
detail . Apparently it lies on a limestone member of the Judith Fancy
Formation . We have also seen a small ridge off Spring Bay from the air,

Fig . 1 .

Major reef-ridge environments on eastern St . Croix and positions of "shelf" sections . - reef
flat or algal ridge, 10 .5 m to -1 m ; 'jjffll dominantly Acropora palmata upper fore reef ;
P" 01 dominantly Montastrea annularis andj€Diploria spp ., deeper fore reef ;
Meandrina hard ground ;
sediments, dominantly sand size~and bioclastic .
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The remaining ridges lie east of Great
but have not visited this ridge .
Bay
.
The
smallest
of
these,
one
at East End Bay (Fig . 4), and
Pond
another north of Buck Island, lie close to exposures of the Caledonia
Formation, but the nature and depth of their immediate basement is unknown .
Three of the large south shore ridges, Fancy, Robin and Isaac and the
incipient ridge at Hughes Point (Fig . 4), lie off exposures of the pointforming East End Member of the Caledonia Formation (Whetten, 1966) . All
of these ridges are apparently developed on hard shelves cut in the bedrock at the minus 8-12 meter level . The fourth major south shore ridge,
Beach ridge, apparently lies on a similar bench cut on a fault scarp .
Adey and Burke (1975) discuss in detail the control exerted by bedrock
geology on shelf level and consequently algal ridge distribution in the
eastern Caribbean . This is discussed further below in terms of ridge
placement on St . Croix .
The algal ridge in Boiler Bay is unusual in several respects . A
small part of it is apparently developed on ridges of the Caledonia
Formation . However, the major lobes of the ridge are less than 3 meters
thick and they are formed on a bench of Caledonia boulders . These
boulders are the lag deposit or remains of a rapid-flow or colluvium
derived from the Caledonia probably during the last 100,000 years of
the late Pleistocene .
Formal meteorological data were not taken at any locality on the east
end of St . Croix during 1973-74 . However, "Corallina" has both an
anemometer and a wind direction indicator . During our stay on St . Croix
from late 1972 to early 1974, at least some members of our group had
occasion to be in the field virtually every day of the period, and usually we were concerned with both wind direction and strength . The
following wind and sea description is based to some extent on this
subjective familiarity .
The easterly trade wind is markedly constant on eastern St . Croix
and during our stay it blew at 10-20 knots from ENE to ESE better than
95% of the time . According to the U .S . Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the
World (1955), this part of the Caribbean experiences two peaks of wind
velocity, one in June and July and the other in December and January .
This was roughly true during our stay, though the autumn of 1973 was
extraordinarily windy . During the spring and autumn, continental fronts
or northers sometimes reach St . Croix . Usually, this results in a shift
of the wind into the north or northeast, where it blows at 10-15 knots,
rarely 20 knots, for about a day . After this the wind often falls to
light and variable for a day or two before picking up to a strong easter
again . During the autumn of 1972 and then again in the spring of 1973,
3-4 northers followed this pattern . On the other hand, in the autumn of
€1973 and then again in the early spring of 1974, there were few northers
and for those that did pass through, the wind merely shifted from E to
NE and back without markedly changing in intensity . During this latter
Period the wind was also occasionally well into the SE . However, in late
April 1974, a strong front passed which caused the wind to blow from due
north for one day at about 15-20 knots, and a second at 10-15 knots .
This two-day norther was then followed by four days north to east winds
at about 5-10 knots . Perhaps there is also a diurnal cycle, relatively
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light during the night, and stronger during the day, but this is not
marked on eastern St . Croix .
It was often my impression that the wind
on the exposed south shore was lightest from about 1600-1800, picking
up again to mid-day strength by 2100-2200 .
The constant offshore sea resulting from this wind pattern is short
and steep and mostly from 1-2 meters in height . Pollers, the large swells
resulting from intense northers in the southeast Atlantic and often experienced on the northern coasts of the northern Virgin Islands did not
occur during our stay in St . Croix . They are apparently largely blocked
and dissipated by the northern Virgin Islands . Even during the calm
periods with low mid-day tides, the ridges at heights of 30-50 cm above
mean sea level would take at least a wetting sea every few minutes . It
is possible that an extended calm, like that experienced in April 1974,
in conjunction with a period of daytime low water springs might result
in serious desiccation and kill-off of algae and coral on the ridges and
reefs . However, this did not happen on the algal ridges during the
autumn of 1972 to the spring of 1974 period .
Water clarity around the ridges and reefs is usually largely dependent on the intensity of wave action and the resulting suspension of fine
carbonate sediment . During rough periods, visibility is only 4-6 meters,
while after a few quiet days it can be 15-20 meters . The quantity of
plankton in the water appears to be highest in the summer and, as this is
often a relatively rough time, the visibility tends to be particularly
poor .
During the period that we were mapping and leveling the ridges (early
April to late June, 1973), we kept a continuous record of tide at the
West Indies Lab dock by simply reading sea level on a meter stick attached
to the dock . This was read every one to two hours during the day and every
3-4 hours at night throughout April and May . The reading was more desultory during June, but by late June, John Adams and Jay Kunin of the
Laboratory had installed a computerized guage at - the dock . This recordwas not continuous, largely because of other computer use and technical
problems, but in conjunction with our continuous reading in May and June,
it provides a fairly complete picture of tidal patterns during July and
later in December and early January .
During spring tides, which roughly correspond with the full and new
moons, the tidal pattern is markedly diurnal and usually has a range of
30-35 cm . The neap tides, with a range of about 10-15 cm, are sometimes
clearly semidiurnal . More often, however, the neaps are rather irregular
with one high and one low strongly dominating the other . The period of
neaps is often rather sharply begun as a "no tide day", with the low part
of the diurnal cycle being clipped-off at or slightly below mean tide
level and then remaining within a range of 2-3 cm for 10 to 12 hours . Our
ridge leveling was based on a position for mean low water springs established from our data for April and May . A long term record might require
some adjustment of this value, but it is probably correct to within + 2 cm,
which is likely as good as our accuracy of ridge leveling . Figure 2A
shows a typical springs to neaps cycle from 1973, along with the relative
positions of the higher parts of several algal ridges .
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Typical tide patterns on eastern St . Croix . (A) Bi-monthly cycle at West Indies Laboratory dock
for late April and early May 1973 . Level of mean low water springs based on tides for April to
June, 1973 . (B) Times of occurrence of tide levels at or below mean low water springs . AprilDecember, 1973 .
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The degenerating Boiler Bay ridge crests range from about 17 cm
above mean low water springs to mean tide levels . The larger, south
shore ridges have crests that range from about the position of mean sea
level to levels of mean high water springs . The very active Isaac and
Robin ridges have many of their crests at or above mean high water
springs and their highest crests are about 20 cm above that level or
nearly 10 cm above the highest tide level recorded in this study .
(Adey and Burke (1975) describe ridges in the Lesser Antilles ranging
up to about one meter above mean low water .)
In April 1973 the period of low water springs was centered about
mid-afternoon, with the early part of the 7-day phase being centered
about early afternoon and the later days being centered about 1800
(Fig . 2B) . By June, low water springs were centered around noon, by
mid-July, they had migrated to about 1000, and finally in late December
they were centered about 0300 . Thus, at the present time at least, low
water springs occur in mid-day during the early summer and during midnight in the winter . Glynn (1968) discusses the effects of a similar
tidal pattern on mass mortalities of reef organisms in rather protected
environments in Puerto Rico.
According to the World Atlas of Sea Surface Temperatures, Navy
Hydrographic Office (1944), the offshore sea surface temperatures in the
vicinity of St . Croix range from 25€ C in February to 28€ C in July .
Behind the reefs and ridges, especially during quiet weather, these
values are often modified and the lagoon normal maximum range especially
near shore is about 23-30€ C .
The east end of St . Croix is rather dry with a yearly rainfall of
about 30 inches, much of this being concentrated in the rainy season
from June to December . Occasional very heavy rains may reduce the
salinity below 35€/€€ near shore where intermittent streams enter the
lagoons . In the vicinity of the reefs and ridges, salinities probably
only very rarely go below 34€/€ € .

DISTRIBUTION OF ALGAL RIDGES AND CORAL REEFS
The locations and depth profiles of the major reef and ridge
environments on the shelf of eastern St . Croix are shown in figures 1,
3, 4 . We have only visited a single . locality on Lang Bank, and it
consisted largely of a rubble-covered carbonate pavement with only
scattered head corals and very few Acropora palmata . As I will elaborate below, it would appear that Lang Bank, now at 9-18 meters depth,
was constructed on the shelf edge at 25-30 meters during the Holocene .
We have only seen the western parts of the Meandrina pavement on the
eastern shelf (Fig . 9), and its extension over the whole shelf remains
to be examined . The two channels that were cut across Long Reef on the
south coast (Fig . 1) extend into the industrial complex that now occupies
Krause Lagoon . The eastern channel which enters the Hess Refinery, exposes the entire Holocene, the Holocene-Pleistocene contact, and the
uppermost 7 meters of the Pleistocene . Much of our time-frame and
stratigraphic interpretation of the coral reef system on St . Croix is
based on this sectjon .
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"Shelf" sections on eastern St . Croix, see figure 1 for
locations .
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Under Long Reef the shelf is about 12 meters deep, and just outside
the reef it is about 13 meters deep (Figs . 5, 12) . No raised platform,
raised terrace or raised biohermal structure is evident beneath this
reef . Elsewhere, where information was obtained on basement depths inside and outside, but not directly beneath the reef structure (see e .g .,
the reef sections shown in figures 6-9), I have assumed that the reef
structure is lying on a more or less gently-sloping pre-Holocene topography and not on ridge or mound like reef or aeolian structures .
The shelf itself is relatively shallow (10-15 m) at its western
ends both in the western Buck Island Channel on the north (Fig . 6) and
along the south shore from Krause lagoon west . Further east, around
Grassy Point (Fig . 4) the shelf lies at about 15-18 meters under the reef
and about 20 meters outside (Fig . 7), while to the north off Boiler Bay,
a shallow shelf in the Bay slopes to about 20 meters just offshore and
has given rise to a triple-reef complex (Fig . 8) . At East Point, outside
the reef, the shelf is about 24 meters in depth and, although there is no
direct evidence, presumably it is 18-20 meters under the reef itself
(Fig . 9) . The reefs lying on the inner shelf from Pull Point in the north
and Long Reef in the south eastward to East Point show a general pattern
of decreasing maturity . In the west the reef flats are relatively broad ;
they decrease in width eastward and off Boiler Bay in the north and
Grapetree Bay in the south they become fragmented . From Isaac Point
around East Point to Lamb Point, reef flats are virtually absent .
Thus it appears to be shelf depth (i .e ., position of the pre-Holocene
surface relative to Holocehe sea levels) that has influenced the rate and
pattern of development of the inner shelf barrier reef system on St . Croix .
The pattern of development in Long Reef (discussed below), as shown by
C 14 dating and coral paleoecology, indicates why this has happened . The
reason for the west to east shelf slope may lie in carbonate sedimentation patterns, i .e ., a general east to west reduction in energy along with
increased carbonate sediment load, at high sea level stands during the
later Pleistocene, though structural control is also possible . The immediate shelf surface probably is an age equivalent to the massive very
shallow marine formation at about 2 meters height from Harm's Bluff to
Cane Bay on the northwest shore of St . Croix . We have two coral dates
on that formation both at 20,000 years B .P . However, these are probably
both "dead", affected by more recent carbon, and are likely about 120,000
years B .P . in age . As I discuss below, higher sea level stands probably
would not have allowed the development of massive Holocene reef systems
on this shelf, much as the present situation in the southeastern part of
the northern Virgin Island shelf (see Adey and Burke, 1975) .
The positions of the coral reefs as well as the major algal ridges
and the larger sublittoral or "incipient" algal ridges are shown in figure 4 . As was pointed out above, there are small ridges on the north
side of Buck Island and on the south shore outside of Spring Bay and at
Vagthus Point . These were not studied in detail and will receive only
occasional reference here .

